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_BEST_ Satzopasswordhackingsoftwa
re24freedownloadfullversion5 items I
need more than one, preferably, like 3

or 4.. Please don't send me a txt, its
against the rules.. Please only email to
kimberly@longtailvideo.com Thanks

in advance! A: Here's the simple logic:
1) Generate the hash, say Hash1 2)

Run the hash code through an online
hash cracking site, for example, and

get the cleartext. 3) Now the cleartext
has become the english text, so save it
to your local drive. 4) Read through

the cleartext, and lookup the words in
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the dictionary. Store all the words that
are found. 5) Send all the information

to your call center that you're from
Pakistan. 6) Submit an excel sheet or

something similar which has these
categories: "word," "occurrence,"

"alphabet_value,"
"occurrence_percentage," "location."
Now when you receive the call from
the customer, you can start your own

auction of sorts. "Ok, sir, do you know
what the formula for the checkered
flag is?" "No sir." "Well, I'll tell you
what! How about if I offer you a free

set of Nike shoes for every one of your
contact's strings that is in the $0-25%
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occurrence and $0-25 in the
alphabet_value?" "Hmm.." "You know
what? How about I offer you a free $5

credit for every string that is in the
$0-25% occurrence and in the $0-25
in the alphabet_value but the strings
also contain your city in the location

field as well?" "Ok, but how do I know
which set of shoes to send you since I
can't see your excel sheet?" "You can't
see it? Then maybe we can work out a
different price based on how I'm able
to work out which set of shoes to ship
you" "Damn it, I can't get away from

Pakistan for more than two days every
year. How can I get shipped 100 pairs
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of shoes?" "That's ok. I'm getting out
of the country tomorrow. How about I
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